Spin saturation artifact correction using slice-to-volume registration motion estimates for fMRI time series.
Evaluation of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as a reliable clinical imaging tool requires accurate assessment and correction of head motion artifacts. As the correction of bulk head motion is vital, the loss of signal strength from the confounding effect of head motion on spin magnetization may be an additional factor in activation analysis error. This study focuses on the evaluation and correction of the spin saturation artifact that occurs when parts of adjacent slices are selected due to changing head positions in single-shot multislice acquisitions. As a consequence of head movement, the acquired slices constituting a fMRI volume are no longer parallel to each other and the spin magnetization in fMRI voxels becomes dependent on head motion history. Motion corrections applying the same rigid motion estimates to all the slices in a volume may not be a reasonable approximation in cases where the magnitude of head motion exceeds a subvoxel range. For realistic ranges of motion in fMRI, an accurate estimate of rigid motion parameters for each echo planar imaging (EPI) slice is essential to correctly register voxel intensities. Previously we have implemented the map-slice-to-volume (MSV) motion correction method that maps each slice in a time series onto a reference anatomical volume, which proved to be effective in improving activation detection. To correctly evaluate the motion dependence of spin magnetization, each voxel is tracked with movement history that is available from MSV motion estimates. Relatively low in resolution, EPI voxels are composed of varying mixtures of white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and variations in the tissue composition give rise to voxel intensities that are functions of tissue T1 properties. We have developed a weighted-average spin saturation (WASS) correction method that can handle full rigid motion and account for the melange of different brain tissue isochromats at each EPI voxel location. We evaluated the effect of spin saturation artifacts and the performance of the WASS correction using simulated fMRI time series synthesized with known true activation, motion, and the associated spin saturation artifact. Two different ranges of head rotations, [-5,5] and [-2,2] deg, were introduced and the effect of the spin saturation artifact was quantified to show 18% and 13% reduction in activation detection rate, respectively. Following the MSV motion and WASS correction, results indicate that WASS correction can improve activation detection by 17% relative to MSV only correction.